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at a glanceat a glanceat a glanceat a glance    
In 1999, we recommended In 1999, we recommended In 1999, we recommended In 1999, we recommended that the Florida Highway that the Florida Highway that the Florida Highway that the Florida Highway 
Patrol Patrol Patrol Patrol avoid $842,036 in hiring costs and save avoid $842,036 in hiring costs and save avoid $842,036 in hiring costs and save avoid $842,036 in hiring costs and save 
$833,823 annually by $833,823 annually by $833,823 annually by $833,823 annually by     

! hiring civilians for chiring civilians for chiring civilians for chiring civilians for court liaison, polygraph ourt liaison, polygraph ourt liaison, polygraph ourt liaison, polygraph 
examiner, and public information officer examiner, and public information officer examiner, and public information officer examiner, and public information officer 
positions;positions;positions;positions;    

! modifying the dispatcher dress code;modifying the dispatcher dress code;modifying the dispatcher dress code;modifying the dispatcher dress code;    

! using a networked garage company;using a networked garage company;using a networked garage company;using a networked garage company;    

! changing to a single standard color for patrol changing to a single standard color for patrol changing to a single standard color for patrol changing to a single standard color for patrol 
cars; andcars; andcars; andcars; and    

! assigning sedans instead of pursuit vehicles to assigning sedans instead of pursuit vehicles to assigning sedans instead of pursuit vehicles to assigning sedans instead of pursuit vehicles to 
admiadmiadmiadministrative staff.nistrative staff.nistrative staff.nistrative staff.    

These savings are still achievableThese savings are still achievableThese savings are still achievableThese savings are still achievable. . . .     HoweverHoweverHoweverHowever, FHP , FHP , FHP , FHP 
has realized only $9,159has realized only $9,159has realized only $9,159has realized only $9,159 per year by partially  per year by partially  per year by partially  per year by partially 
implementing one recommendationimplementing one recommendationimplementing one recommendationimplementing one recommendation. . . .  The patrol has  The patrol has  The patrol has  The patrol has 
begun issuing sedans instead of pursuit vehicles to begun issuing sedans instead of pursuit vehicles to begun issuing sedans instead of pursuit vehicles to begun issuing sedans instead of pursuit vehicles to 
administrative staff, but it administrative staff, but it administrative staff, but it administrative staff, but it has failed to followhas failed to followhas failed to followhas failed to follow the  the  the  the 
other recommendations.other recommendations.other recommendations.other recommendations.    

FurthermoreFurthermoreFurthermoreFurthermore, the patrol needs to establish a , the patrol needs to establish a , the patrol needs to establish a , the patrol needs to establish a 
demonstrable demonstrable demonstrable demonstrable link between new trooper positions link between new trooper positions link between new trooper positions link between new trooper positions 
and and and and measurable outcomes such as measurable outcomes such as measurable outcomes such as measurable outcomes such as shorter response shorter response shorter response shorter response 
times, decreasetimes, decreasetimes, decreasetimes, decreasedddd crashes,  crashes,  crashes,  crashes, and and and and reducereducereducereducedddd drunk  drunk  drunk  drunk 
driving.driving.driving.driving. 

 

PurposePurposePurposePurpose ____________________________________________________________    
In accordance with state law, this progress 
report informs the Legislature of actions taken 
by the Florida Highway Patrol in response to 
findings and recommendations in our 1999 
justification review. 1, 2   

BackgroundBackgroundBackgroundBackground________________________________________________    
Motor vehicle travel results in more fatalities 
and injuries than all other forms of 
transportation combined.  The Legislature 
established the Florida Highway Patrol to 
reduce the dangers of motor vehicle travel. To 
accomplish this mission, staff patrol the 
highways, investigate traffic crashes, make 
arrests, assist other law enforcement officers, 
and provide safety education and training.  
The Department of Highway Safety and Motor 
Vehicles administers the patrol.   

                                                           
1 Section 11.45(7)(f), F.S. 

2 Justification Review of the Florida Highway Patrol of the 
Department of Highway Safety and Motor Vehicles, OPPAGA 
Report No. 98-87, June 1999. 

http://www.oppaga.state.fl.us/reports/trans/r98-87s.html
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Prior FindingsPrior FindingsPrior FindingsPrior Findings ________________________________________    
In our 1999 justification review, we identified 
several management and operational changes 
that could reduce costs.   

! Hiring civilians for court liaison, polygraph 
examiner, and public information officer 
positions would save $222,784 annually in 
fringe benefits and avoid $842,036 in hiring 
costs. 

! Up to $195,408 could be saved annually by 
modifying the dispatcher dress code. 

! By using a networked garage company, the 
patrol could save $170,000 annually. 

! Changing to a single standard color for 
patrol cars would save $219,820 annually. 

! Assigning sedans instead of pursuit 
vehicles to staff that are primarily 
administrative could save $25,811 annually. 

OPPAGA also identified staffing issues that 
need to be addressed so that critical 
information is collected for assessing if new 
troopers are needed.   

Actions TakenActions TakenActions TakenActions Taken ________________________________________    
FHP has begun to realize savings by assigning 
sedans instead of pursuit vehicles to 
administrative staff.  During the 2000-01 fiscal 
year, as part of its regular fleet replacement 
cycle, FHP purchased 11 sedans instead of 
pursuit vehicles for administrative staff, 
thereby saving the state $9,159 per year over 
the five-year life of the cars.  The agency plans 
to replace an additional 20 pursuit vehicles 
with sedans, as we recommended, over the 
2001-02 and 2002-03 fiscal years.  By 
implementing this policy, the FHP will save the 
state $25,811 annually. 

 

 

 

Actions Not TakenActions Not TakenActions Not TakenActions Not Taken ________________________    
FHP has not reclassified the court liaison, 
polygraph examiner, and public information 
officer positions to civilian status.  The patrol 
reports that because it is below staffing levels 
recommended by its staffing formula, it is 
unwilling to reclassify these sworn positions to 
civilian status. 3  The patrol agrees that civilians 
could fill court liaison and polygraph examiner 
positions, but not at the expense of losing 
sworn staff.  Consequently, FHP requested 
additional funding to hire civilian court liaison 
officers and to privatize the polygraph 
examiner positions.  Both requests were 
denied.  The patrol continues to assert that 
civilian information officers would be less 
effective than sworn officers and does not plan 
to reclassify the positions.  We disagree.  Sworn 
officers are not needed for these administrative 
positions.  We recommend that the Legislature 
reclassify these three types of positions from 
certified officer to civilian and thereby save 
$222,784 in fringe benefits each year and avoid 
$842,036 in hiring costs. 

FHP has not modified the dispatcher dress 
code.  Although the patrol continues to pilot 
test the use of washable, less formal uniforms 
in its Orlando Communications Center, it has 
not implemented a new statewide dispatcher 
dress code.  Given the high cost of formal 
patrol dispatcher uniforms and dry cleaning 
allowances ($1,022 per employee per year), the 
dispatcher staff turnover rate of approximately 
50% per year, and the concern that dispatcher 
staff may be mistaken for armed officers, we 
continue to recommend that the Legislature 
save $195,408 per year by eliminating funding 
for dispatcher uniforms. 

                                                           
3 FHP uses a staffing formula developed by Northwestern 
University Traffic Institute.  As described later in this report, 
formula assumptions may overstate the need for additional 
officers.    
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FHP has not contracted with a networked 
garage company for car parts and repairs.  
Agency purchases of fleet maintenance services 
are fragmented and do not take advantage of 
volume purchasing.  The agency hopes to 
develop a volume discount contract early in 
the 2001-02 fiscal year.  We recommend that 
the Legislature reduce the patrol fleet 
maintenance budget by 10% to encourage the 
agency to contract with a networked garage 
company, which could save $170,000 annually.  

FHP has not adopted a single standard color 
for its cars.  Directed by law to make its 
vehicles a distinctive color, the patrol has 
historically custom painted its cars.  However, 
the patrol could accomplish a savings of  
$219,820 per year (using its standard vehicle 
replacement cycle) if it purchased new cars in a 
standard manufacturer solid color and affixed 
distinctive decals instead.  If the Legislature 
wishes to accomplish this savings, it should 
revise s. 321.02, Florida Statutes, to delete the 
distinctive color requirement.   

The patrol has failed to demonstrate the 
impact of adding troopers.  The FHP has 
repeatedly requested funding for additional 
troopers.  For example, for Fiscal Year 2001-02, 
FHP requested 108 sworn law enforcement 
positions.  The Florida Legislature did not fund 
this request.   

The information currently collected by the FHP 
is not sufficient to evaluate how the patrol’s 
performance would improve with additional 
staff.  The patrol uses a staffing formula 
developed by the Northwestern University 
Traffic Institute as evidence of the need for 
more troopers.  However, this formula does 
not show a demonstrable link between more 
troopers and measurable outcomes such as 
improved response times, decreased crashes, 
and reduced drunk driving. 

Our 1999 report recommended a pilot study in 
which the patrol would collect such 
performance data and strategically deploy staff 
to demonstrate the benefit derived from 
additional troopers.  We recommend that the 
patrol fill its vacancies and strategically deploy 
these troopers to one area of the state. 4  This 
area should have the “optimal” number of 
troopers, as defined by the staffing formula.  
Using this optimal number, FHP should collect 
data demonstrating how performance 
indicators improve with the added staffing.  
This information will allow the Legislature to 
accurately evaluate how more troopers would 
change patrol performance.   

                                                           
4 As of April 30, 2001, the Florida Highway Patrol had 97 
vacancies. 
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The Florida Legislature 

Office of Program Policy Analysis and Government Accountability 

 
 
Visit the Florida Monitor, OPPAGA’s online service.  See http://www.oppaga.state.fl.us. This site 
monitors the performance and accountability of Florida government by making OPPAGA's four 
primary products available online.   

! OPPAGA publications and contracted reviews, such as policy analyses and performance 
reviews, assess the efficiency and effectiveness of state policies and programs and 
recommend improvements for Florida government. 

! Performance-based program budgeting (PB²) reports and information offer a variety of tools.  
Program evaluation and justification reviews assess state programs operating under 
performance-based program budgeting.  Also offered are performance measures information 
and our assessments of measures. 

! Florida Government Accountability Report (FGAR) is an Internet encyclopedia of Florida 
state government.  FGAR offers concise information about state programs, policy issues, and 
performance.   

! Best Financial Management Practices Reviews of Florida school districts.  In accordance with 
the Sharpening the Pencil Act, OPPAGA and the Auditor General jointly conduct reviews to 
determine if a school district is using best financial management practices to help school 
districts meet the challenge of educating their students in a cost-efficient manner. 

Subscribe to OPPAGA’s electronic newsletter, Florida Monitor Weekly, a free source for brief  
e-mail announcements of research reports, conferences, and other resources of interest for 
Florida's policy research and program evaluation community.  

 
 

 
 

OPPAGA provides objective, independent, professional analyses of state policies and services to assist the Florida Legislature 
in decision making, to ensure government accountability, and to recommend the best use of public resources.  This project as 
conducted in accordance with applicable evaluation standards.  Copies of this report in print or alternate accessible format 
may be obtained by telephone (850/488-0021 or 800/531-2477), by FAX (850/487-3804), in person, or by mail (OPPAGA 
Report Production, Claude Pepper Building, Room 312, 111 W. Madison St., Tallahassee, FL  32399-1475). 

Florida Monitor:Florida Monitor:Florida Monitor:Florida Monitor:        http://www.oppaga.state.fl.us/    

Project supervised by Kathy McGuire (850/487-9226) 
Project conducted by Linda Vaughn (850/487-9216) 

John W. Turcotte, OPPAGA Director 

http://www.oppaga.state.fl.us/
http://www.oppaga.state.fl.us/
http://www.oppaga.state.fl.us/reports/reports.html
http://www.oppaga.state.fl.us/budget/pb2.html
http://www.oppaga.state.fl.us/government
http://www.oppaga.state.fl.us/school_districts/districtreviews.html
http://www.oppaga.state.fl.us/weekly/default.asp
http://www.oppaga.state.fl.us/
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